
Lachlan Series

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Loosen Grub Screw (B) in Mounting Support (A) with Hex Key (C) and remove Wall Mount Bracket (F)
and separate from Cover (D).
2. Locate height of relevant Lachlan fixture and using one slotted and one opposing hole in Wall Mount Bracket (F),
align so as indent on shaft faces downwards (Grub Screw aligns into the indent) and mark fastening locations onto 
the surface being affixed to (a minimum of 2 anchor points per Wall Mount Bracket (F) MUST be used).
Note: For dual Mounting Support application, ensure that height positions are parallel and Centre to Centre 
measurements (as detailed on the Lachlan Series Product Information page) are correct.
3. Drill holes in marked positions, insert Hard Wall Anchors (G) or other suitable fasteners appropriate to the surface 
being affixed to.
4. Place Screws (E) through Wall Mount Bracket (F) and loosely tighten Screws (E) into Anchors (F) and recheck and
/ or adjust alignment, then firmly secure Screws (E) to hold Wall Mount Bracket (F) firmly to surface being affixed to.
5. Position Cover (D) over Wall Mount Bracket (F) then slide Mounting Support (A) onto shaft of Wall Mount 
Bracket (E) and secure Grub Screw (B) ensuring it aligns into the indent.
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This product may be subject to Building Code of Australia, local Council or other Regulatory Authority 
requirements with regard to location and height of installation in a bathroom/washroom, 
and is the responsibility of the installer to determine compliance if applicable.

F. Wall Mount Bracket

A. Mounting Support

D. Cover

Note:
Make sure indent on shaft 
faces downwards.The photographs and line drawings of the products in this catalogue are representational only.

Metlam Australia Pty Ltd reserves the right to, and from time to time, make changes and improvements in design and dimensions. 
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